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From its humble beginnings in 1994, Signature has grown to be the largest kitchen
manufacturer in Malaysia, with the largest kitchen retail network and a strong global
presence spanning across 15 countries, bringing to the world the value of a brand
synonymous with trusted quality, functionality, design and style.
Today, Signature is at the forefront of revolutionizing the landscape of living solutions
with innovation, design and a deep understanding of customers’ aspirations.
Enter the world of Signature Living today – immerse yourself in all the ideas and
inspirations to transform your dream home into reality.

S IGNAT U RE L I V IN G COL LE CT I O N
The SIGNATURE LIVING COLLECTION by SIGNATURE introduces
contemporary designs and inspirations for urban home living
built-in furniture concepts.
The collection features new concepts for built-in TV console,
bedroom and home office that are modern as well as functional;
allowing homeowners to reimagine and reconfigure their living
spaces to accommodate the needs and changes in their
workflows and lifestyle. Designed for the urban lifestyle,
well-balanced modular configurations come with modern and
stylish appeal that breakaway from traditional home furniture
concepts.

Transform your living spaces easily without the hassle of
engaging professional interior designers with a myriad of
possibilities and compositions to create a more engaging
setting and atmosphere in your personal havens for family
and loved ones to come together and connect, relax and feel
at home.
This catalogue presents a list of series with contemporary
European inspired designs and timeless charms, ideal for a
wide range of living spaces and complementary to any interior
designs; made available with options for multiple configurations
and an extensive choice of materials.
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TV CONSOLE

SERIES

Signature Living’s built-in TV Console series reinterprets the
traditional TV cabinet to bring to you contemporary units that will
blend seamlessly into the diverse settings and styles of today’s
urban homes.

LUCE

A concept that is inspired by the ‘light’, LUCE is an intriguing game
of light and transparencies, elegant sophistication and expressions
of natural wood.

KRONOS

Breaking traditions – KRONOS presents a new way of perceiving
volumes, with a play of depths between the top and bottom.

VITRA

Offering total freedom and flexibility in combining its modules, VITRA
turns every wall into elements of the living space!

CUBE

The protagonist of modern lifestyles of the young, CUBE conveys a
feeling of lightness and simplicity in the modern home.

SINTESIS

The creation of sophisticated spaces with classic elements to break
with traditional aesthetics.

NIGHT

A night series to complement the bedroom setting.
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LUCE
LUCE converges both functional features and timeless
elegance; making it the absolute choice for those
seeking international standards.
The expressions of natural wood contrasting with
the light and glass are a distinguishing quality of the
LUCE series, making each different design and layout
exclusive and unique.
An elegant and sophisticated hanging unit in glass
creates an intriguing game of light and transparencies.
The glass doors allows light from the luminous LEDs to
show off your prized collections, at the same time adding
a touch of luxury with its luminance. Top slim shelves
provide adequate space for books or other decors. A
wood textured compartment provides a perfect place for
various video or decoder components – all connected to
the TV through concealed cabling.
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KRONOS 1.0
KRONOS features a slim, wallmounted unit in contemporary
design. Elements can also be
added or removed, thus not
limiting your creativity or length.

KRONOS 2.0
A new way of perceiving volumes: the top wall units with different depths from
the floor standing base units creates an interesting perspective to the overall
composition.
The wall units can be complemented with deep floor standing units or sleek wall
mounted units, according to your aesthetic and functional needs.

KRONOS 3.0
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VITRA 1.0
Modular in design, VITRA can be
easily adapted to any space and
any lifestyle thanks to its sleek
and extremely versatile units fitted
to a wood paneling – allowing you
to choose your own composition
depending on the space on your
living area.

VITRA 2.0
The extreme flexibility of this system
and the ease with which the different
elements can be combined allows the
TV unit to be interpreted in various
configurations, for simple apartments to
more complex for bungalows.

VITRA 3.0
A modern TV unit design created to
keeping space and functionality in mind.
Top cabinets allows items to be stored
away for a clean look, while decors
or books can be displayed on the slim
shelving and open space of the suspended
bottom unit.
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CUBE 1.0
The protagonist of modern
lifestyles of the young, CUBE
conveys a feeling of lightness
and simplicity through the
play of wall hanging cabinets,
panels and shelving, resulting in
exciting combinations for your
living space.

CUBE 2.0
CUBE’s versatile units can be composed in many
compositions.
The subdued light green colour tones bring out the
best in the wood tones in this simple composition of the
CUBE series.

CUBE 3.0
The L-shape CUBE design allows for more storage,
resulting to a clean and tidy look in the living area.
Open shelving in dark wood adds a touch of warmth
to the entire composition.
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SINTESIS 1.0

SINTESIS 2.0

SINTESIS 3.0

SINTESIS is composed of a combination of marbled or special effect
panels with contrasting deep colours to create a strong and artistic
element of design.
Combined with suspended base units, the SINTESIS series offers a host
of possible compositions and becomes a focal point of interior design.
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NIGHT1.0
Designed specially for the
bedroom setting, the NIGHT series
are elegantly smaller, and may
sometimes featuring a counter for
the dressing table as well.

NIGHT 2.0

NIGHT 3.0
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BEDROOM

SERIES

The Signature Living Bedroom series features three different models
that explore different stylistic concepts to create an invitation to
relax and unwind in the bedroom.

LUNA

Derived from the concept where sleep favours softness, creating an
oasis to unwind in.

VENUS

Stylish and elegant, with aesthetics that blends the classic and
modernism.

MIRA

A modern element of furniture, characterized by a strong
personalization and unique design.
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LUNA
Sleep favors softness - thanks
to the thoughtful style where
a generously padded fabric
headboard, the emphasis of the
sensation of softness creates a
snug bed to laze in even when
reading a book…
Simple geometry in the panels,
when combined, creates a distinct
refined style, with color contrasts
from the divan and wood tones of
the bedside tables.
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VENUS

MIRA

Built in elegant proportions, the Venus bed set is
suitable for spacious bedrooms, thanks to the luxurious
headboard with plush padding in the centre, adorned by
wood textured details with stylish elements from the gold
embellishment.

MIRA represents a modern element of furniture,
characterized by a strong personalization.

Suspended bedside tables with white marbled effect top
lends an air of class and timeless charm.
The entire composition exudes an aesthetic that blends
the classic and modernism.

An original and elegant system featuring a wide
headboard with paneling and plush padding creates
elegance without compromising comfort.
The uniqueness of MIRA lies also in the special element
of the suspended bedside tables.
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HOME OFFICE

SERIES

A dedicated work space in your home helps you set aside household
distractions and focus on study or work. The SIGNATURE Home
Office series is suited to be used as home offices and functional
workstations created to make the best of the less used spaces of the
home and inspire productivity.
These home office design concepts present clever ideas to work
with flexible modular units, allowing you to organise and adapt your
home to the changing requirements of your life, work and also to
changes in the home.

LUXX

An air of understated luxury and elegance for a gentleman’s study
room or home office.

MODULO

Fulfill your cool tastes with trendy minimalist designs, clean lines
and artistic flair.

FITT

The space saving study/work area that you never knew you could
have – opening your mind to new possibilities.
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LUXX 1.0
A space of calm, focus and
inspiration, this elegant home
office offers an air of understated
luxury in dark wood tones.
Here the L-shape desk is the
centerpiece, with ample drawers
and cabinets to keep documents
organized.
Behind, built-in cabinets that
include
bookshelves
provide
concealed storage for files, books
and other items.
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MODULO 1.0
Work in style with this cool design for those who love
a trendy design in their homes.
The complementary colour tones imparts a soothing
and calming feeling that is very inviting and conducive
to work or study.
Choose your colour combination from a selection
of the latest trending colours, and create your own
individual style today!

MODULO 2.0
Modern design meets functionality in this clever all-in-one
design that incorporates a study desk, storage and shelving
units, and TV area.
A white palette with strategically placed accents of color
creates an interesting diversion from work or study.
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FITT 1.0
Small space living means you
need to get a little creative to find
room for things like a home office.
But with a little creativity, it can be
done – imagine a space like this,
to work-from-home…
Dark walls contrast with light
wood tones to create an ultra
modern study nook within the
bedroom…
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FITT 2.0

Taking advantage of the light, this really cozy
private home office is cleverly designed to make
use of an unutilized small area. Not only will it
inspire you to get that work done, but you get to
enjoy your surroundings while doing so too!
Maximising the space, storage units and open
shelves are designed upwards.

FITT 3.0

This work-friendly space makes use of a play of
colour and earthly wood tones to create a bright
and inviting space in an unutilized area of the
home.
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